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The time-honored classic The Very Hungry Caterpillar is now available in two bilingual formats,

bringing together two languages for the ultimate reading and learning experience. With easily

readable side-by-side English and Spanish text, it's perfect for children learning to speak either

language. La oruga muy hambrienta es un libro lleno de colorido que habla de c?mo una oruga se

transforma en una linda mariposa. Los ni?os se divierten al descrubrir los cambios tan asombrosos

por los que pasa la oruga.
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I read one of the reviews that mentioned that the spanish translation was a, "literal translation

instead of more commonly used spanish phrases." I went ahead and bought the book anyway

hoping this wouldn't be too big of a problem. Well, as it turns out the spanish translation is so literal

that it isn't fully correct. The translation mistakes are over such basic things that it's clear that it

wasn't a native speaker who had translated the book, but rather a crappy translating program. I was

curious to see how google translator would do and it did a far better job than what ever program the

publisher used. I will sadly be returning this book. I was really looking forward to having a bilingual

version of this classic.

I bought this bilingual book for a little girl whose first language is Spanish, but who is learning



English as well. This book was a favorite of my own children too many years ago. She LOVED it

and hid it from the other children in the house because they were for her SOLA.

As a Spanish native speaker I must say the translation is very good. I like the size fit perfect for

children hands... But the little holes present in the pages where the food are..Mmmmmm are so tiny.

Anyway it is a good book and my children love it.

ordered to go with a Eric Carle caterpillar toy and was very pleased. Book was in great condition,

arrived as described (board type) and had both English and Spanish story. Thank you for delivering

the description.

I have poured through this book and find that the translation is quite great, actually. I do not see any

misspelling on the last page!This is one of my son's favorite books! He especially loves when the

oruguita eats all the junk food!!

The Very Hungry Caterpillar is a great story for little children. Our exchange student from Barcelona

Spain just had a baby girl, "Paula". My wife sewed a Hungry Caterpillar quilt and we sent both to 3

month old Paula. We hope to visit them in Barcelona and read this story to her this year.

I first learned of this book from my friend's kid, who seemed to love it. We got the Spanish version

so that her nanny can read to her, and so far she seems to really enjoy it. I'm hoping her enjoyment

will only increase as she gets older and comprehends more, but so far it grabs her attention well.

I liked that I was able to find this classic book for my daughter in both Spanish and English .,like

other reviewers have said some of the translations are a bit technical and not the common words

that would be use during regular day to day .
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